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It's back to the beginning with Sabrina in this first of a new series compiling the entire history of

everyone's favorite Teenage Witch! This black and white graphic novel chronologically collects all

the stories starring Sabrina the Teenage Witch from 1962 to 1965.
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THE ARCHIE SUPERSTARS are the impressive line-up of talented writers and artists who have

brought Archie, his friends and his world to life for more than 70 years, from legends such as Dan

DeCarlo, Frank Doyle, Harry Lucey, and Bob Montana to recent greats like Dan Parent and

Fernando Ruiz, and many more!

These stories are awesome, it remind us why Archie Comics were so good and stayed at the top of

popularity through the sixties and mid seventies, pure magical !!

Nice run of comics in order.

excellent

Great product!



512 pages of SABRINA The Teenage Witch comics in chronological order. Every appearance from

1962 through 1972 in this volume. All black and white pages on solid white print stock, not cheap

newsprint. You'd be hard pressed to find a well read condition copy of any Sabrina comic from this

era off ebay for the price of this book. Great and fun stories for all ages. For comic art fans, it's an

amazing and fascinating ride through the various evolutionary art styles until the character's look

was cemented by the end of the sixties by, of course, Dan DeCarlo. Yeah it would be great to have

this same collection in color but at a size and price like this you are absolutely more likely to take

along with you to the beach, on a commute, a flight or just out on the patio. Highest possible

recommendation for any fan of quality comics. An unbeatable value. A trip to past eras. A great gift

for any kid looking for comic book fun.Added my own photos to verify actual cover art since  is

currently featuring the wrong image. Also wanted to show contents pages to confirm just how many

and which comic issues of Sabrina's appearances are collected in here.

Fun visit to the magical realm of Sabrina. The pages are all in black & white, however it doesn't

distract on the artwork by Dan DeCarlo's. In fact it highlights his drawings even more. This is the

first time these stories are collected in a large edition like this. Fun summer read.

"Hi! My name is Sabrina! I hope I haven't disappointed you!"This iconic first panel of the first story

starts of this eagerly awaited collection as well.But sadly, dear Sabrina... you have disappointed

us!Or at least your publisher has.All BEST OF ARCHIE or BETTY & VERONICA comics by this

publisher arethe same size,the same page count,the same price.And they are all in FULL

COLOR!So why, Sabrina, did they let you and us down with this collection?I have been looking

forward to this book ever since it was announced years ago!I bought it with confidence and trust

because of the former publications.So this is sadly a big and inexcusable disappointment!

While the book is readable, it's a little weathered looking. I'm a bit of a collector, so I'm not ecstatic

that the book came to me in less than desirable condition.
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